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Note to the Reader

The last five years have seen unprecedented growth in the Indian economy and value creation in the Indian stock markets. Over the five year period from 2002 to 2007, a sample of top 200 Indian firms delivered total shareholder return of 38% which is almost 20 times that of a sample of 1,056 global companies. While the knowledge economy or the services industry is widely credited for the increased pace of growth of the Indian economy, not many realize that the industries that accounted for maximum value creation are from the manufacturing sector. Even fewer understand the drivers that resulted in the remarkable value creation delivered by the manufacturing sector.

The objective of this study is to identify key value creation drivers in the Indian manufacturing sector and understand how they could be effectively applied by the industry at large.

We believe this study has yielded important insights into key tools that need to be leveraged by the Indian manufacturing sector to drive breakthrough value creation. At a broader level, we hope this study sparks a rich discussion around means to make the Indian manufacturing sector even more competitive and hasten India’s progress towards emerging as one of the largest manufacturing economies in the world. We hope you find the report useful and would be pleased to have your comments.
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Indian Manufacturing: Setting The Context

Evolution of Indian Manufacturing

The 2005 CII–BCG Report on Manufacturing described how India’s manufacturing sector has evolved through several phases—from initial industrialization and the license raj to liberalization and the current phase of global competitiveness—each of which has contributed to the shape of manufacturing sector in India.

As seen in exhibit 1.1, the first phase, from 1947–1965, focused on government–led investments in manufacturing, with the aim of creating a strong industrial foundation. Several large public sector units in steel, chemicals and power were set up. Many of these companies exist even today and are amongst the largest companies in their sectors.

The second phase, from 1965–1980, was marked by the continued high levels of government involvement in industry, the introduction of strong licensing laws and a sustained focus on import substitution. This led to further growth in public sector units and formation of several low–scale private sector manufacturing entities. It also led to the broadening/diversification of the manufacturing base in India.

In the third phase, from 1980–1990, India partially opened its economy to external trade and de–licensed some key sectors for private participation, leading to strong growth in a few sectors. A key event was the formation of the Maruti Suzuki joint venture between the Government of India and Suzuki of Japan, reflecting a change in the attitude of Indian government and business towards MNCs.

In phase four, in the early nineties, Indian industry was further liberalised. The scope of licensing was significantly reduced. Custom duties were slashed. FDI in various sectors was allowed. The spectre of global competition, especially from Chinese and South East Asian players in the late nineties seemed very real, leading to intense introspection and uncertainty among the Indian manufacturers. This phase forced Indian manufacturers to focus on improving productivity, scale and efficiency.
The challenges faced by manufacturing companies in India during these phases also helped create India unique capabilities. Companies that had to be self-reliant on equipment and technology have also developed deep knowledge of manufacturing processes. This 'forced' domain knowledge is showing up as an advantage in the ‘upstream’ steps of the manufacturing value chain—right from design and development of products to design of processes. Companies that had to diversify and/or vertically integrate due to the License Raj have helped create the diversity and breadth in India’s manufacturing. Companies that were forced to invest in operational and productivity improvements have achieved cost competitiveness with key global players and, in some areas, are also the cost leaders.

Today, Indian manufacturing is in phase five, characterised by confidence and global aspirations. Companies are beginning to reap the rewards of the various phases of development and learning. Many have become quite competitive and are looking to take on global players in their markets. Many are also venturing abroad with global acquisitions. There is emergence of a new manufacturing identity—which is not just shop floors but also involves design and development built on foundation of innovation and talent in India. Indian manufacturing is showing the promise of emerging as a potential hub for the world.

### Importance of manufacturing for India

While the service sector is widely credited with the growth of Indian economy, manufacturing is also playing a key role in the 9% GDP growth. In the last three years, manufacturing in India has taken off. While it grew at 6% during the period 2000–2004, this pace accelerated to 10% during the period 2004–2007 (exhibit 1.2). In this time period, it has grown faster than the GDP and has marginally increased its contribution to Indian GDP as shown in this exhibit.

It also plays an important role in attracting FDI and generating exports. As shown in exhibit 1.3, in

---

**Exhibit 1.1: Several phases of manufacturing in India**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Highlights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1950-1965</td>
<td>Government investments contributed 53% of total Gross Capital; Formation and 92% of all investments in greenfield projects; Growth led by manufacturing and infrastructure sectors; electricity and water grew at 12.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965-1980</td>
<td>Oil shock (1970s) and de-valuation of rupee; Licensing restrictions and continued public sector investments; Import substitution policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980-1990</td>
<td>De-licensing in some key sectors; allowed growth of private companies; Opening of capital goods imports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990-2000</td>
<td>Liberalisation; Broad reforms, reduction of licensing; Higher competition, access to technology and imported inputs; Higher share of private sector in fixed investment; Increased threat perception from China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000 onwards</td>
<td>Global competition; Removal of most import controls; Resurgence of key industries; Indian companies acquiring companies abroad, gaining global identity; Emergence of design &amp; development skills; Outsourcing boom in manufacturing; M&amp;M, Bharat Forge, TATA acquire foreign cos.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: RBL, Literature review, BCG Analysis
Exhibit 1.2: Manufacturing in India has taken off

Manufacturing in India is growing fast...

...resulting in increasing share of GDP

Source: MOSPI, CMIE, RBI, BCG Analysis

Exhibit 1.3: Manufacturing contributing significantly to FDI and exports

FDI into India (2006-07)

Export composition (2006-07)

1. Services include Financial services and Telecom, Others include Mining and fuels
Source: CSO, FIPB, CMIE, RBI, BCG analysis
2006–2007, it attracted almost half of the FDI and contributed 40% to the total exports.

Global significance of Indian manufacturing

Exhibit 1.4 compares the size of Indian manufacturing with other countries. While Indian manufacturing size still remains small in comparison to many other economies, it is amongst the fastest growing. In 2005, it was the 14th largest manufacturing economy worldwide and smallest among the BRIC nations. Future projections of the manufacturing GDP of various countries (based on a simplistic assumption that share of manufacturing in the GDP remains same as today) suggests that by 2025, India could become the 7th largest (leaving BRIC nations except China behind) and amongst the top 3 manufacturing economies by 2035.

Based on the aforementioned assumption, as seen in the last column of exhibit 3, manufacturing GDP of China is still significantly larger than that of India, even though India is the third largest manufacturing economy. However, for China, as the economy grows over the next 2–3 decades, it is likely that share of manufacturing in its overall GDP will come down—as has been the experience with other developed economies. Moreover, India’s share of global manufacturing output is likely to rise over the next couple of decades given the specific advantages that it enjoys (lower labour cost, large pool of skilled manpower, higher skilled workforce and high capital productivity).

Hence, by 2035, the difference between India and China in terms of size of manufacturing GDP may be smaller than that shown in exhibit 1.4. Clearly, India is likely to occupy an even more dominant position in the world manufacturing economy.

In summary, we find that Indian manufacturing is gaining importance in its contribution both to the Indian and global economy. It has emerged strong after its journey through the various phases to grow faster than Indian GDP and manufacturing growth of most other countries in the last few years.
Over the last five years, there has been remarkable value creation in the Indian stock markets. The benchmark Indian stock market index ‘Nifty’ has more than tripled in this period delivering a compounded average growth rate of 28% per annum over this period. As shown in exhibit 2.1, Indian stock market index has outperformed many other global indices over this five year period.

In order to identify the top value creating sectors in the Indian market, we de–averaged the performance of the overall market by sector to compute the Total Shareholder Return (TSR) delivered by each sector. Total Shareholder Return includes both the return from share price change and dividend income. (For details on methodology for computing TSR please see the TSR methodology box.)

The result of the TSR analysis is shown in exhibit 2.2. Interestingly, the top value creating segments are not the oft talked about new knowledge economy or service sectors. In fact the top three value creating segments—engineering and construction, industrial manufacturing and materials & com-

**TSR Methodology**

Total Shareholder Return (TSR) is the most comprehensive and most widely accepted measure of value creation. TSR measures the change in a company’s stock price and dividend yield over a period of time.

For the purpose of this exercise, we conducted the TSR analysis for a sample of Indian companies for the period April 2002 to March 2007 and used published financials of the companies for the same.

In order to compute the TSR, as a first step, we selected the top 300 companies on NSE by market capitalisation as on 31 March 2007. These companies accounted for ~93% of the total market capitalisation of companies listed on the NSE.

Next, we excluded from the above list the companies listed after 31 March 2002. The residual set of companies accounted for ~70% of market cap of companies listed on NSE.
modities—are from the manufacturing sector.

A similar analysis for the preceding five year period (1997–2002) throws up an equally interesting, but sharply contrasting output. Exhibit 2.3 shows that most segments in the manufacturing sector not only lagged in terms of value creation, but many were also value destroyers.

Clearly, there has been a dramatic improvement in value creation by multiple industries in the manufacturing sector. As discussed in chapter 1, the period from 1997–2002 was at the cusp of ‘liberalization’ and ‘global competitiveness’ phases. This was also the time where global trade started to increase significantly—with the opening of economies in various parts of the world. The liberalization efforts initiated in early 1990s saw easing of import restrictions in many sectors, reduction in import duties and opening up of the several sectors for FDI. Thus, the period from mid to late 1990s was the time when several Indian manufacturing companies emerged out of a protective economic environment and were exposed to foreign competition for the first time.

While the manufacturing sector may have performed poorly around that time, it was quickly learning the new ‘rules of the game’ and preparing to take on global competition by improving cost structure (through improvements in productivity, scale and efficiency) and plugging crucial capability gaps (for example, design and product development). We believe that the value creation delivered by the manufacturing sector in the subsequent period (2002–2007) is a testimony to the fact that these efforts have paid off.

In a previous CII–BCG report *Advantage—The Indian Manufacturing Opportunity*, we had identified key factors that had driven the increased competitiveness of Indian manufacturing:

**Labour cost advantage**
- Labour wage levels in India are amongst the lowest in the world and this advantage is likely to continue, given the demographic advantages that India enjoys with a large and
2: Value creation by manufacturing industry

Exhibit 2.2: Top value creating industries from manufacturing sector

5 year TSR and 2007 market cap of top value creating industry segments

Source: Capitaline; BCG analysis

Exhibit 2.3: Relatively poor value creation by manufacturing sector

5 year TSR and 2002 market cap of top value creating industry segments

Source: Capitaline; BCG analysis
Availability of skilled manpower

- India not only has lower cost manpower, but also has access to a large pool of skilled resources. Every year, nearly 3 million graduates and 700,000 post graduate students pass out of Indian universities.

Better capital productivity

- India’s capital cost advantage stems from three reasons: Firstly, assets can often cost less to buy in India than developed countries. Secondly, most companies often use fewer and smaller assets than they would in developed countries. Lastly, companies also rethink the make versus buy decision in India—for example several MNCs like LG actively outsource key components to low cost suppliers in India.

We believe that these factors still hold true and continue to make India’s manufacturing cost competitive, thus enabling it to continue strong growth and value creation.

Future value creation potential of Indian manufacturing

In this section, we have attempted to estimate the future value creation potential of Indian manufacturing sector. If we loosely define the core manu-
facturing sector to constitute the following five segments—engineering & construction, industrial manufacturing, materials and commodities, chemicals and plastics, automotive and supply—the market capitalisation of core manufacturing sector was nearly US$ 272 bn as on 30 September 2007.

We believe that the market capitalisation of the Indian manufacturing sector could range upto US$ 520 bn by 2014–2015 if the ratio of market capitalization to manufacturing GDP remains at current levels. This also assumes growth of Indian manufacturing GDP as per estimates in exhibit 1.4. Thus, the Indian manufacturing sector, we believe, has the potential to create additional shareholder wealth upto the extent of US$ 250 bn by 2014–2015.

While it is heartening to note that the Indian manufacturing sector has created significant shareholder wealth in recent years, it is important to understand drivers for this value creation. In the next chapter, we highlight challenges faced and value creation levers employed by some of the best performing companies in this sector to draw out learnings for the sector at large.
In the preceding chapters, we noted the evolving role of Indian manufacturing in the Indian economy. We also observed that the manufacturing sector has displayed a healthy performance in the last five years and holds significant future growth potential. This has led to exceptional shareholder return in the recent past. As we saw in the previous chapter, various industries in the manufacturing sector—like engineering & construction, industrial manufacturing and material/commodities—have provided TSRs (Total Shareholder Returns) in excess of 50% per annum over 2002–2007.

As discussed earlier, while large shifts in environment and capabilities of Indian manufacturing industry have primarily contributed to this growth, we believe it is critical to understand the specific factors which have driven value creation in past. It is then that these learnings can be shared in the industry and can be replicated by those who aspire to grow fast.

### Methodology to understand value creation drivers

In order to identify and understand the specific value creation drivers of the sector, we adopted a three step methodology:

1. **Identification of top performers in the manufacturing sector**
   - One of the ways of understanding value creation drivers for the industry is to study specific actions taken by the top performers in the sector and extract common themes and learnings from the same.
   - We used published financials and capital market data to compute TSR (Total Shareholder Return) for more than 100 listed companies in this sector and identified the top performers in terms of TSR.

2. **Researching the top performers—developing hypotheses around value creation drivers**
3: Drivers of value creation

- Next, we scanned publicly available sources of information to conduct secondary research on the top performers.

- Through the secondary research we identified various measures and initiatives taken by the top performers over the last few years.

- More importantly, the research enabled us to develop hypotheses around drivers for value creation not just for the top performers but also for the manufacturing sector.

3. Testing the hypotheses in discussions with senior industry leaders and captains

- As a final step, we engaged in discussions with industry captains—some of whom were senior leaders of the identified top performers—to get their point of view on key value creation drivers and likely future challenges for the manufacturing sector.

- In the process, we tested and validated our hypotheses on value creation drivers.

Case vignettes

In this section, we showcase select companies that have delivered superior share holder returns over the last five years and highlight key levers used to drive value creation. In the last section, we will summarize emerging themes for the manufacturing sector from the study of top performers.

While each of the individual vignettes is an interesting theme in itself, our objective in laying these out is to highlight a few themes that we observed across the various sectors.

Case vignette I: Praj Industries

Praj industries supplies engineering technology and proprietary equipment to bio fuel refineries, breweries and distilleries. As seen in exhibit 3.1, the company has provided outstanding share holder returns on the back of solid financial perform-

Exhibit 3.1: Praj Industries—An overview

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indexed share price</th>
<th>Financial highlights</th>
<th>Strategy &amp; initiatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sales ($ Mn)</td>
<td>PAT %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Praj Industries</td>
<td></td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Capitaline; BCG analysis

- Internationalization – expansion into several new markets
- Innovative business model – able to customize the design at lower cost using Indian R&D professionals
- Acquisitions and alliances – to strengthen capabilities and product (services) portfolio
ance. The spectacular growth and value creation by Praj Industries in last five years is fundamentally driven by its growth in international markets, its ability to innovate on the business model and acquisitions/alliances to strengthen capabilities.

During the downturn in Indian manufacturing in 1996–1997, Praj Industries realized that it cannot depend on the domestic market alone for its growth and it embarked on a strategy to expand into international markets—thus derisking itself from the vagaries of the domestic market. Internationalization forced Praj to invest in capabilities—quality, lean operations—that would allow them to be competitive vis-à-vis global players.

Rather than compete merely on cost, Praj leveraged lower cost Indian talent to offer customization to customers—thereby positioning itself as an engineering company offering customized, innovative and integrated solutions. In fact, it is today one of the few companies that can offer customised end to end solutions for an ethanol distillery.

To compete successfully in the international markets, Praj has made acquisitions and entered into alliances with global partners to expand its offering and gain technology. For example, the company has created strategic alliances with multiple companies in US and EU to ensure a continuous flow of high end technology. In 2006, Praj also acquired 100% stake in US based C J Schneider Engineering (CJSE). Through this acquisition Praj would be able to offer a complementary and enhanced range of services with single point responsibility for the client.

**Case vignette II: Bharat Forge**

Bharat Forge is a producer of forged products for automotive and non–automotive industry. As seen in exhibit 3.2, it has grown its sales at a CAGR of ~60% between 2002 and 2007 and has delivered shareholder returns in excess of 70% (in terms of TSR) over the same period. Bharat Forge has achieved this feat through a strategy that comprises heavy investment in technology, innovative talent management and aggressive overseas acquisitions.

**Exhibit 3.2: Bharat Forge—An overview**

![Graph showing share price performance](image)

**Financial highlights**

- **Strategy & initiatives**
  - Internationalization – through aggressive acquisitions outside India
  - Innovative talent management
  - Investment in technology
With the opening of the economy, a large number of foreign OEMs flocked to India to begin operations in India. This offered a huge potential for domestic suppliers, but also brought competitors in the form of foreign suppliers setting up base in India. A sharp slowdown in the domestic auto industry forced Bharat Forge to look outside India. It started to export components to foreign OEMs and its exports grew more than seven times from US$ 16 mn in 1997, to US$ 177 mn by 2005.

Apart from exports, Bharat Forge’s internationalization plans included an aggressive acquisition strategy. It has made a string of acquisitions over the past few years. The 2003 acquisition of Carl Dan Peddinghaus gave Bharat Forge an infusion of new technology and access to customers such as BMW and Volkswagen. In 2004 it bought German firm CDP Aluminiumtechnik. In 2005, it acquired a Swedish company, Imatra Forging, the largest manufacturer of front axle in Europe; it also bought Federal Forge in the United States, which gave it access to the US passenger and light truck market. At present, Bharat Forge owns eight plants—two in India, three in Germany and one each in Sweden, Scotland and the US and a joint venture with FAW in China.

With business growing at a scorching pace, the challenge for Bharat Forge was to meet its growing manpower needs. Determined to not let manpower constraints affect its growth, Bharat Forge adopted innovative means to acquire required resources. The company invested in deskilling the process, upskilling available resources and even trained farm hands into becoming factory workers. They also reached out to lesser know engineering colleges in smaller towns and rural engineering colleges to expand the recruitment pool.

Another stand out feature about Bharat Forge has been its focus on technology. The company has invested heavily in technology even in its early years— in 1988, the company invested close to a billion rupees in a sophisticated German plant even though its revenue at that point were only a billion and a half rupees. Most of its acquisitions have provided it with a crucial technological advantage—for example, the acquisition of German firm CDP Aluminiumtechnik provided Bharat Forge an entry into aluminium forging.

Case vignette III: Crompton Greaves

Crompton Greaves is primarily engaged in design, manufacture and marketing high-technology electrical products and services related to power transmission, distribution and execution of turnkey projects. The last few years have been a transformational journey for Crompton Greaves—where it has emerged from being a low growth, loss making entity to a profitable, fast growing firm. The improved financial performance and resultant share holder value creation (refer exhibit 3.3) has been the result of comprehensive operational excellence, leveraging operational excellence for growth in revenues and international acquisitions to build global leadership.

With the opening of the economy in early 90s, Crompton Greaves, like many other Indian firms found itself under market share and profitability pressure. Realising the need for a globally competitive cost structure to compete even in India, Crompton Greaves embarked on a program of comprehensive cost reduction and operational excellence. This included initiatives like manpower reduction, operational efficiency improvement and working capital reduction.

With a competitive cost structure, the focus shifted to regaining domestic market share and exploring opportunities beyond the domestic market. In the last two years, Crompton Greaves has already acquired three companies with operations in Europe and US. Through these acquisitions, Crompton Greaves has not only begun the process of internationalizing its operations, but has also acquired key technologies and manufacturing capabilities that have added to the width and depth of its offering.

According to the top management, the key challenge to derive value out of the international acquisitions is integration of the companies. One of the ways in which the company has addressed integration challenges is by creating a young (“... nobody above 35”) and dynamic integration team and by empowering it to suggest and execute integration initiatives.

Along the way, Crompton Greaves has also developed some innovative means to address the
issue to talent scarcity—especially in the area of research and development. Instead of seeking to do all the research in–house, Crompton Greaves has moved to a model where it actively collaborates and networks with IITs and other research institutes. The company also hires retired European R&D professionals on a contract basis to help them with their R&D needs. These initiatives are helping Crompton Greaves transition from being a mere products company to a solutions provider.

Value creation drivers—emerging themes

Four key levers for value creation emerge from the case studies profiled in the previous section and from the discussions with industry leaders.

Internationalization
- None of the top performers in the sector today are satisfied with a mere domestic presence. Across industries (within the manufacturing sector), we have seen Indian companies going global. This enables the companies to get higher growth, de–risk themselves from presence in only a single geography (India), get global scale and acquire key capabilities. Clearly, internationalization is likely to be one of the key growth and value drivers for manufacturing sector firms even in the future.

Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A)
- Most top performing companies in the manufacturing sector in India have seen a spurt in M&A activity in the recent past and going forward, this trend is likely to continue. In addition to being one of the means of internationalizing, M&A enables building a global leadership position (for example, Bharat Forge for forgings) and acquiring key capabilities and technology (for example, Praj Industries, Crompton Greaves).

Talent Management
- Talent management is emerging as a key growth lever in the manufacturing sector.
today. With shift in preference towards the IT/ITES sector amongst engineers, it is even more important for manufacturing companies to devise effective talent management strategies; else scarcity of suitably trained/skilled manpower could derail growth prospects.

**Innovation**

- Innovation is a key ingredient for sustainable value creation. Need for innovation is not merely restricted to design and product development. Top performing firms have displayed the ability to innovate across several aspects—including, process, business model, talent management, etc.

The subsequent chapters seek to understand the challenges in executing the value creating levers identified above and measures to overcome the challenges.
Internationalization

Why globalize

In a previous global study, BCG assessed the activities and strategies of top 100 companies from the Rapidly Developing Economies (RDEs) that were going global and changing the world1. The study clearly indicated that a new set of emerging challengers are becoming important players in both developing and developed markets around the world. 21 of these top 100 companies were based in India and had made significant progress in their internationalization initiatives.

The research sought to understand reasons for the emergence of such global challengers from RDEs. Certainly, a variety of fast-moving globalization forces are spurring this trend. These include the dramatic surge in low-cost communication technologies, the internet, WTO, and economic reforms in key RDEs. In addition, the development of RDE markets has emerged as a strong enabler for the creation and growth of globally ambitious companies. And once they begin developing, many of these companies realise that they need to move beyond their home markets in order to grow further, create value, and sustain long-term competitiveness.

There are a set of factors that result in the RDE countries becoming platforms for the new global challengers; and an additional set of reasons for the companies’ own motives for globalization.

RDEs have rapidly growing markets, some of which are very large. Markets such as China, India, and Russia are sufficiently large and fast-growing to support large domestic companies. For example the Tata Group of companies, of which globalizers such as Tata Steel and Tata Tea are a part, has a large domestic revenue base. The rapid growth of RDE markets in general over the past decade means that domestic companies have an opportunity to become quite large on their home turf.

RDEs have low-cost resources. All RDEs have an abundance of low-cost basic labour and most offer...

---


We would like to acknowledge the authors of this report for analysis and insight which have been used in this chapter.
other resources at low cost. Domestic companies in these markets are often better at exploiting these low-cost resources than foreign companies are.

Difficult operating environments in RDEs produce some highly capable companies. The challenges of operating in RDEs include selling profitably to low-income customers, dealing with immature logistics/distribution environments, navigating ambiguous legal environments, handling rapid external change and managing shortage of management talent. A company that has addressed such issues in its home market will have an advantage in seeking to grow in similar markets abroad.

RDEs are training grounds for competing with global incumbents. Increasingly, RDEs are key markets for multinational companies that are the incumbent leaders in developed-country markets. RDE-based companies have the opportunity to learn from these competitors in their midst. Companies such as Ranbaxy, Tata Motors and Videocon, for example, compete aggressively in their home markets against global incumbents such as Pfizer, Ford and Philips respectively.

Despite providing all these advantages, RDE markets in themselves do not allow companies to attain global scale, no matter how big or fast-growing they are. Ultimately, many RDE-based companies find that they must seek opportunities abroad for growth, value and competitiveness.

Our research indicates that for 88 of the 100 companies, the key motive for globalization is gaining access to new profit pools. For RDE-based companies, overseas markets may bring higher margins and revenues, higher volumes (which contribute to scale economies) and opportunities for growth-enhancing acquisitions.

For the remaining 12 of our 100 companies, such as India’s ONGC, globalization is driven by the need to secure access to global sources of raw materials. These companies, in general, are less likely to compete for overseas customers, but instead will challenge developed-market companies for access to supply and in M&A transactions.

Potential approaches to globalization

Each company in the RDE 100 list appears to be pursuing globalization in its own way, implementing a number of different strategies. Their operations extend to every corner of the world. But certain patterns seem to emerge from a closer examination of their actions to date.

Each company’s overall approach tends to be based on one (or more) of six primary globalization strategies (refer exhibit 4.1).

We should note that these six strategies, while in principle distinct, often overlap in practice. Moreover, they all have certain features in common. All of them build on positions of low cost—a key competitive advantage of RDEs. And virtually all the companies are highly adept at learning and adapting, enabling them to learn the lessons of other, more established companies, as well as benefit from their own bold, entrepreneurial experience and willingness to adapt to changing market conditions. We discuss the six globalization models below, with a closer look at some of the models followed by Indian companies.

Model 1: Taking RDE brands global

28 companies from the RDE 100 list are growing internationally by taking their established home-market product lines and brands to global markets. Companies in this category build international momentum by exploiting home-market products that have broad global appeal or are easy to customise to new markets. In the target markets in developed countries, these companies often position their products as good value-for-money alternatives to established brands. This positioning now constitutes a sizeable and rapidly growing segment. Representative of this strategy from India is Mahindra & Mahindra, a large utility vehicle and tractor manufacturer. With seven manufacturing plants across India and approximate sales of 122,000 utility vehicles (UVs) and 65,000 tractors, Mahindra & Mahindra enjoys a domestic market share of 49% in UVs and 27% in tractors. This company has started marketing its tractors in

---

2. For the year 2004–2005
Exhibit 4.1: Six models of globalization followed by leading Indian firms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Description</th>
<th>Leading Indian Firms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Taking RDE brands global</td>
<td>Mahindra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Exploit home-market products with global appeal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Often position as value-for-money alternatives to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>established brands</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turning RDE engineering into global innovation</td>
<td>Dr. Reddy’s, Wipro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Leverage strengths in engineering and research to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>market innovative technology-based solutions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assuming global category leadership</td>
<td>Crompton Greaves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Establish themselves as specialists and global leaders in a specific, relatively narrow product range</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Have well defined target markets and focused R&amp;D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monetising RDE natural resources globally</td>
<td>Larsen &amp; Toubro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Exploit advantage of domestic natural resources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Use low cost resources advantage while not</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compromising on quality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolling out new business models to multiple markets</td>
<td>TVS Motors, Dr. Reddy’s, Ranbaxy, and Cipla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Extend business models generally pioneered in home markets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquiring natural resources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Expand to acquire vital raw material from home markets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

nine countries, key amongst which are China and the US, the largest tractor markets in the world. The Mahindra & Mahindra tractor brand is today recognised in international markets and the company has emerged amongst the top five tractor manufacturer in the world.

Model 2: Turning RDE engineering into global innovation

Of the RDE 100 companies, the international growth of 22 is based on marketing innovative technology–based solutions that leverage their strengths in engineering and research.

A representative example is Wipro. Wipro has expanded rapidly by providing software coding support, initially during the Y2K conversion. Since then, as offshore IT services/BPO flourished, the company has grown rapidly from $545 mn in 2000 to $ 2.3 bn in 2006. While Wipro achieved its initial breakthrough mainly on the basis of costs, driven by a mix of low labour costs and scale advantage, the company now creates much of its value by completely redesigning its clients’ business processes, a task requiring comprehensive process innovation capabilities.

Furthermore, Wipro is now taking innovation to the next level by creating extensive engineering capabilities, making R&D services its next battleground. The company claimed to be one of the world’s largest third–party provider of R&D services. Its Product Engineering Services (PES) group offers a complete range of R&D services—from product strategy to hardware design to quality consulting—to clients that sell electronics–based products.

Further examples of Indian companies that have expanded into global markets using this strategy include other leading IT services/BPO companies such as Tata Consultancy Services, Infosys, and Satyam and more recently, globalised pharmaceutical companies such as Dr. Reddy’s, Ranbaxy, and Cipla. In addition, Larsen & Toubro, the engineering and construction group, as well as other companies in the engineered products space such as Bharat Forge, Crompton Greaves and TVS Motors have also adopted this approach. A total of 11 of...
the Indian 21 firms appear to be pursuing this globalization strategy, increasing the value and profile of India’s strength in engineering and research.

Model 3: Assuming global category leadership

Of the RDE 100 companies, 12 are growing internationally by establishing themselves as specialists and global leaders in one specific, relatively narrow product category.

Companies in this category have in common a relatively well defined target market for their products; considerable depth in their chosen niches (which in some instances amounts to global category leadership); super-scale manufacturing; highly focused R&D; and global logistics, which they have down to a science. Their specialization allows them to be best in class, ahead of the competition in terms of cost, innovation, and understanding of next-generation customer needs. It also provides them with a scaleable platform from which to drive global industry consolidation, as well as to expand into new, related niches.

Certain Indian players, such as Bharat Forge and Crompton Greaves, while having principally followed the engineering-led innovation approach, have managed to establish strong positions in their categories. Bharat Forge is today the world’s second largest forging company. The 12 out of our RDE 100 companies pursuing global category leadership strategies fall mainly into the category of industrial products manufacturers.

Model 4: Monetising RDE natural resources globally

From the RDE 100 list, 13 companies are growing internationally by marketing products that exploit advantages based on domestic natural resources. A representative example from India is Hindalco, Asia’s largest producer of finished aluminium and alumina and India’s largest integrated copper producer. With India having the fifth largest reserves of bauxite in the world, reserves that could last for more than 20 years, Hindalco has an inherent competitive advantage. Similarly, in steelmaking, India has access to some of the richest supplies of iron ore in the world, which gives Tata Steel a competitive edge as it globalizes.

Companies in this category build their global expansion plans based on availability of natural resources at lower cost as compared to international benchmarks, without having to compromise quality. The natural resource advantage stems from rich supplies of energy, minerals, agricultural feedstock, or some combination of these. The 13 companies in our RDE 100 group that fall into this category are active in fossil fuels, mining and metals, and agricultural products.

Model 5: Rolling out new business models to multiple markets

From the RDE 100 list, 13 companies are building up regional or global portfolios in their respective areas by extending business models that have generally been pioneered in their home markets. A number of companies in this category are still in the early stages of globalization. Contenders represent a variety of industries, including cement, chemicals, food products and telecommunication services. These companies use a mix of models. They may have a comprehensive “formula” for acquisitions, markets and operational excellence. Or, they may exploit a regional advantage in the form of cultural similarities, shared language, or political ties that provide privileged access to markets.

This model has been more commonly witnessed in the telecom services vertical for Indian companies (for example, VSNL and Reliance—with their global acquisitions).

Model 6: Acquiring natural resources

In contrast to most emerging challengers, 12 of the RDE 100 companies are expanding overseas not to tap markets but to acquire vital raw materials for their home markets. A good example of this is ONGC, the US$ 13.8 bn oil and gas group. Domestically, ONGC owns and operates more than 11,000 kilometres of pipeline, two offshore terminals, 75 drilling rigs, 131 well platforms, and 28 process platforms. To gain access to global oil resources, ONGC has expanded into global markets, with commitment of billions of dollars for investment in overseas exploration projects.
Learnings from the challengers

Some of the companies discussed earlier in this chapter are well along the path to globalization. The essential capabilities are listed below, and companies that are still in the early stages of globalization will need to learn from these challengers and strengthen their positions in several areas to advance their international growth successfully.

**Clear, long-term globalization targets and roadmaps.** All companies need to clarify “why and how” they are going about globalization. Some of the companies may start globalising only opportunistically. But, to succeed in the longer term, they will need a clearer vision and purpose, set from the top, and detailed roadmaps for their globalization endeavours.

**Internationally capable management teams.** While some companies on our RDE 100 list already have global management teams, others have only just begun to address this issue. A globally capable management team will be essential to succeed abroad.

**Enhanced overseas selling, marketing, and supply-chain capabilities.** RDE-based companies need to move beyond being “secondary suppliers” for global customers and become primary suppliers. To move up to this level will require matching or beating incumbent suppliers in selling, marketing, and supply-chain capabilities. As RDE-based challengers seek sustainable global positions, they will need to move beyond cost-based differentiation. Otherwise, they will face incumbent competitors who will be cutting their own costs while building market barriers based on innovation and other advantages. Just as leading Japanese and Korean companies have become true innovators, so our current crop of RDE based challengers need to innovate their way to longterm success. The abundance of affordable engineering talent in markets such as India, China and Russia, gives companies based in these locations the potential to become innovation powerhouses.

**Expertise in partnering, M&A and leveraging suppliers.** In the race to compete, the most successful RDE challengers will include those that leverage others. Some will create this leverage through successful M&A activities. Others will do it by forming strategic partnerships or by leveraging the innovation of suppliers at home and abroad.

**An effective global organisation.** For long-term success, RDE–based challengers—like incumbent MNCs—must redesign their entire organisations to be truly global. There is an enormous effort involved in making the transition from being a mainly domestic player to becoming a truly global organization. The move requires difficult decisions regarding the composition of the management team, the centralization or decentralization of various key functions, and the extent to which organising is done geographically rather than by business line.

Internationalization is an important driver for creating share–holder wealth. Indian firms that have embarked on this journey have done remarkably well. It is imperative for many others to embark on this journey and emerge victorious. Those who can manage the challenges and harness the strengths will emerge as winners in the Indian and international landscape.
Mergers & Acquisitions

Why M&A?

Waves of mergers and acquisitions (M&A) have been a feature of the international corporate landscape for more than a century. At the beginning of the 20th century, for example, there was a drive for market share which led to the first wave of M&A. This was followed by a drive for vertical integration as companies strung together different elements of the value chain. Today’s wave that started in 2004, after the internet bubble at the turn of the century and subsequent downturn, is mainly about consolidation.

In India also, this phenomena has displayed a strong upward trend. The value of M&A deals in India has gone up from US$ 7.1 bn in 2000 to US$ 50.9 bn in the first half of 2007 itself. The number of deals similarly has gone up from around 200 to 540. It has also witnessed a strong upsurge in manufacturing sector M&As with the sector accounting for almost half of the overall deal value.

A recent global BCG study has identified a set of factors that have driven the increase in the M&A activity this time around. The study shows that many companies have successfully restructured their businesses over the past few years which is reflected in record profits as a proportion of GDP and are now ideally placed to embark on the acquisition trail. They have completed the tasks of cost reduction and business restructuring and have now amassed large amounts of cash that can fuel the acquisitions. The world’s credit markets have also given access to significant amount of external funds.

Additionally, in the Indian context, manufacturing firms are propelled by the desire to build minimum scale needed for a successful play in the global landscape. With a global playing field emerging in most industries, regional or local presence is no longer a choice. Unless one attains a certain minimum scale one is likely to be left behind or be consumed. Desire to build a leadership position

1. The Brave New World of M&A—BCG Report

We would like to acknowledge the authors of this report for analysis and insight which have been used in this chapter
and attain a certain minimum scale drove Tata Steel’s (India’s largest integrated steel producer) acquisition of Corus (Europe’s second largest steel maker).

M&A can destroy value

The other side of the M&A story is the aspect of value destruction for the acquiring firm. Numerous studies have shown that most mergers and acquisitions transfer value from the buyer to the seller. On an average M&A destroys value for the acquiring firm. This is borne out by multiple studies. As seen in exhibit 5.1, globally, between 1992 and 2006 for example, nearly 60% of the deals destroyed value for the acquirer’s shareholders, producing a net loss of 1.2% for all transactions.

This value destruction stems from the inability to manage the several risks involved. In the initial phase it is important to have a clear understanding of strategic priorities and hence the objective of the acquisition. Then again, even after well articulated objectives one may get distracted and not engage with the right set of firms. During the bid process firms often lose their way—they either overbid or underbid. For the deals that go through, often the envisaged synergies are not realized due to the absence of a well planned integration plan.

Managing M&A: The method in madness

Given the relatively low success rate, persistence with M&A may seem like madness. And in many cases it is. However, companies that regularly engage in M&A often generate superior long term shareholder returns compared with companies that rely only on organic growth. Previous studies by BCG have shown there is a clear and replicable method in the apparent madness of the most successful serial acquirers.

These companies treat the process in a systematic, “industrial” manner, pursuing a deal only when the expected returns are above the cost of the

---

**Exhibit 5.1: M&A destroys value for the acquiring firm**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% of deals</th>
<th>Reasons mentioned for value destruction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td>Missing strategic fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td>Poor selection of target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>Poor negotiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>Price to high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>Not adequate structure of financial deal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>Poor integration concept</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: BCG M&A Research Centre; Data provided by Thomson Financial/MDR*
capital. Three key ingredients for success for these firms are strategic focus (on growth areas and not targets), value discipline and focused integration planning, as shown in exhibit 5.2.

1. **Strategic focus**: To inoculate the business against risks and for optimizing returns it is essential to have a well defined corporate strategy based on detailed analysis of all options—including organic and acquisitive growth options. One needs to decide what role, if any, M&A should play in the overall game. Typically there are four main strategic reasons for acquisition:

To **acquire new capabilities**
- This appears to be the key driver in case of Videocon’s acquisition of Thomson colour tubes units (to gain access to additional manufacturing capacity and over 2,000 patents in the consumer electronics). In a similar vein L&T’s acquisition of the Malaysia–based Tamco Corporate Holdings seems to be towards building capabilities in the medium voltage switchgear.

To **establish a new business model**
- Bharat Forge’s acquisitions in the past few years have helped it build a unique capability of being able to ‘rightshore’ its operations. It has been able to leverage the India cost advantage along with proximity to all leading customers. This has helped it emerge from a small Indian forging outfit to one of the global leaders in automotive forgings

To **improve market position**
- Crompton Greaves has conducted several mid–sized acquisitions in selected product market segments successfully and now ranks amongst the top 10 transformer manufacturers with distribution presence and sales across the globe.

To **lower costs**
- There are a few examples of Indian firms acquiring firms and assets in different countries in order to both gain access to those markets and also improve its cost position further. Tata Chemical’s acquisition has helped it...
gain access to one of the lowest cost raw material source for its fertilizers.

2. Value discipline: Overpaying is one of the easiest and most common ways of squandering the value creation potential. It is hence important to conduct high resolution valuation.

Thoroughly testing the upside potential of the acquisition
- This requires bottom up projections based on a detailed performance analysis, interviews with customers, competitors industry experts and in depth study of consumption trends amongst heavy user segments.

Assessing the internal impact of the deal
- Understanding the time and resources that will get deployed and the impact this will have on existing internal initiatives.

Quantifying the cost of inaction
- Failure to buy a target not only closes off the upside potential but also exposes one to the risk that a rival will purchase the business. It is important to factor in the impact of a strengthened rival.

Carrying out pre–M&A exercise
- Managers should develop a set of cost and revenue upsides with quantified possibilities for their respective functions and be held accountable for their analyses. This ensures that projections are realistic and provide a ready to run road map for the post merger acquisition.

Establishing opening and closing bids in advance to avoid risk of deal fever
- Base opening bids on precedent transactions, a conservative estimate of the potential value creation and the funding constraints of the competing bidders. Base walkway price on an aggressive but realistic estimate of the upside as well as critical threshold for funding, dilution and earnings per share creation.

3. Integration planning: The process used for post merger integration often makes or breaks a deal. The trick is in finding the right balance between speed and thoughtfulness.

Communicating the business logic of the deal
- Staff and other key stake–holders including investors, must understand the strategic rationale, business objectives and post merger integration milestones and targets.

Separating the post merger integration process from the core business
- Post merger integration needs its own organisation, with a dedicated team of executives and faster than usual governance and deal making process.

Monitoring core business performance
- Important to establish early warning systems for any fall off in revenues. Also to consider temporary incentives for any sales staff and other key personnel.

Proactively managing the soft issues
- Taking cognition of the complex organisational and cultural challenges, with all the human uncertainties and concerns. Identifying key staff and keeping them on board and taking special care of new appointees.

Moving before the close of the deal
- Taking actions in advance that will help realisation of the benefits of the transaction immediately after it is finished.

Challenging decisions and assessing progress after the integration is deemed complete
- During the integration decisions often get taken on pragmatic or political grounds. It is important to revisit these decisions and question their contribution to company’s wealth creation potential.

M&A in manufacturing sector has picked up a lot of momentum in the last couple of years. With growing global aspirations and a premium on size and leadership the trend is only likely to grow stronger. However it will not be a journey without challenges. One would need to navigate challenges at all stages be it in ensuring that M&A is aligned with overall corporate strategy or in conducting an exhaustive target search or in doing a detailed high resolution valuation or in steering the negotiation discussions and lastly in realising value through a successful integration.
To overcome these challenges a comprehensive approach would be needed—one that delineates a clear process for all the different stages and ensures adequate alignment and interaction between the working team and the top management. During the research for this study, we were struck by the fact that many of the top value creators in the sector have actively used M&A to drive their growth. The interesting theme which emerged from some of the discussions with the companies interviewed as part of this report was the increased confidence in doing M&A. No longer is M&A seen as something unusual—it has now become a part of business as usual. Those who embrace M&A and show the stomach to manage challenges will take rapid strides towards building shareholder wealth and global leadership.
Why?

First the good news—the Indian economy is likely to sustain the pace of growth it has set for itself. GDP after growing at 6% during 2000–2004 has grown at 9% during the last three years(1). The manufacturing sector has grown at an even faster pace increasing its contribution to the overall GDP(1).

India’s core advantage, as everyone knows, is its manpower resource pool. What is less well known is what the underlying elements of this advantage are and whether they are likely to continue. The manpower advantage extends from manual labour to skilled manpower. Labour–wage levels in India are among the lowest in the world. In 2003, they averaged $1.12 per hour for a production worker—well below that of most low–cost countries, which average $2.10 per hour. What’s more, India’s wage rate is not likely to increase disproportionately in the near future, but is expected to grow in line with average growth of low–cost countries at about 6%–7% per year.

The country’s labour advantage extends beyond low wage rates. It involves the demographic profile too. India has a demographic bulge in the most salient age bracket of 20 to 35. And the future scenario appears even more attractive. India’s workforce surplus is likely to persist, while other countries (including key developed economies such as the US, Europe, and Japan, as well as fast developing China and Russia) are likely to face manpower shortages.

Savings due to lower labour costs can account for anywhere between 25% and 90% of the cost advantage that India offers, depending on the nature of the industry. (It is in areas such as maintenance, overheads and repairs that the 90% savings might be achieved.) And India’s productivity levels have been some of the highest among the emerging...
Exhibit 6.1: India’s talent pool its key strength

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A large pool of skilled people...</th>
<th>...with high end qualifications...</th>
<th>...and extremely cost efficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Availability of skilled labour, 2007</strong></td>
<td><strong>Availability of qualified engineers, 2007</strong></td>
<td><strong>Total compensation for managers/engineers, 2007</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China Mainland</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- India is the largest English speaking nation in the world
- India has the second largest pool of scientists and engineers in the World

1. Compensation is (US$ ’000) and includes salary plus bonuses
   Note: Survey results: 1 = Low; 10 = High
   Source: IMD World Competitiveness Yearbook 2007

Economies, especially in its world-class factories in pharmaceuticals, textiles and auto ancillary units.

Complementing the labour–resource advantage is that of skilled manpower—an enormous and high quality pool, with the bonus of widespread competence in English. Indian universities produce engineers, chemists, MBAs, and so on in large numbers—some three million graduates and 700,000 post-graduates every year, whose average salaries generally remain well below those of other low–cost countries. So India enjoys not only a cost advantage but also a great access advantage to highly skilled manpower, even in areas where global companies are generally facing bottlenecks. Exhibit 6.1 highlights the three key elements of India’s manpower advantage—large size of resource pool, high skill level and lower cost.

Now for the bad news—employees are becoming scarce, good employees even scarcer. A look at some of the recent headlines tells it all.

- The attrition rate in corporate India exceeded 20% in 2006\(^2\).
- India reported the highest (world–wide) average salary increase at 13.9% (for 2006)\(^3\).
- The attrition levels for managerial staff in manufacturing sector for 2006 reported to be about 27% much higher than even traditional churn sectors like IT etc\(^4\).

Even the best of the firms have not been spared. It is not surprising that in our discussions with industry captains, they talk so often about the ongoing struggle for talent and how they believe that to be the single biggest challenge to meet their growth aspirations.

---

3. India Salary Guide 2006 by Kelly Services
4. Hewitt’s Attrition and Retention Study for Asia Pacific 2006
It is thus paradoxical that on one hand abundance of talent in India is being talked about, while on the other hand the Indian manufacturing sector is facing high employee attrition and scarcity of talent. A closer look at the problem throws up some answers—both on the demand and the supply side. On the demand side, the emergence of new sectors and the growing presence of MNCs have made it more difficult for the manufacturing sector to attract and retain talent. On the supply side, the quality of the entrants into the labour pool is not consistent.

- **Emergence of new sectors:** The emergence of new sectors like IT, ITES, telecom services and financial services has led to the creation of many opportunities—specially in the mid tier levels. The fast growth has necessitated filling these gaps from outside the sectors—and has seen a flight, if not exodus, from the manufacturing sector. These sectors are also seen as being more attractive and aspirational—with the promise of a more comfortable work environment and higher perceived growth.

- **Growing presence of MNCs:** Given the current pace of growth and future growth potential MNCs have been aggressively consolidating their presence in India. The offer of better compensation, a more professional environment and opportunity of global exposure has proven to be a lure for many.

- **Variable quality of fresh entrants:** There is a significant variation in the quality of the entrants in the labour pool. One of the recent reports suggests that about 25% of the engineering graduates are considered employable. As pointed out in a BCG-AIMA report a few years back, various committees have studied and made recommendations for boosting the quality of human resources. Most of the reports and committees have common themes, which suggest that there is agreement on what areas need to be worked on. However, the problem is the lack of alignment between the various interested parties, lack of continuity at implementing institutions and fiscal constraints.

---

**Exhibit 6.2: Integrated talent management approach required**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plan</th>
<th>Rethink and redesign org model</th>
<th>Recruit</th>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Manage performance</th>
<th>Engage and develop employees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Determine talent needs based on strategic and business requirements</td>
<td>Adjust organizational model to available sources and talent</td>
<td>Identify and nurture new pools for sourcing talent</td>
<td>Bridge gap between source and requirement through specific training</td>
<td>Align performance measures and incentives to desired outcomes</td>
<td>Support development of employee capabilities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
Success in this war for talent will require a thorough understanding of all the challenges and an integrated approach to address them.

**Challenges**

As firms embark on the journey to be the most preferred employer they need to overcome challenges across the entire employee engagement cycle. During discussions with various companies, we heard several themes that are striking.

**Difficulty in finding relevant talent pool**
- “It is increasingly getting very difficult to attract students from IITs and the IIMs. One needs to explore other talent pools.” — Managing Director, mid sized chemical company.

**Attracting the best talent**
- “The entire manufacturing and infrastructure industry is facing a problem as the vital engineering and technology manpower is going away to do programming for the IT industry.” — CEO, large engineering conglomerate.

**Retaining the bright ones**
- “In the recent past we have lost a lot of engineers to other sectors. For the ones who make the cut the choices are plenty. They are spoilt for offers. To retain them is no mean task.” — CEO, large electrical goods company.

**Building a leadership pipeline**
- “Fast growth as well as expansion requires leadership ramp up. Dearth of senior managers has hampered development of leadership pipeline.” — MD, large chemicals company.

One has little choice but to address these challenges if the global aspirations are not to be constrained by the availability of required talent.

**Potential approach to address talent challenge**

Addressing the talent management challenge will require an integrated manpower planning approach (refer exhibit 6.2). To understand what companies do to address each of these elements we have looked at examples from the pioneers in the Indian industry.

- **Plan:** Key talent priorities need to be driven by strategy through an integrated planning process. Very often the people plan is not tightly linked to the business operating plan. Many times, this is caused due to the people plan being seen as the responsibility of the HR function rather than being on the CEO agenda. In today’s situation, a tight linkage between the strategic plan and the talent management plan is a prerequisite to the success of this initiative. This requires a systematic process that creates a well understood vision and sustainable program linking the centre, business units, and geography.

- **Rethink and redesign organizational model to source / talent:** As the external environment changes, it is important to align the organizational model to the nature of talent available. Bharat Forge has taken the lead in changing the conventional model to match the requirements. It has taken it upon itself to address the talent gap by upskilling the available resources. They train farm hands to become factory workers and fresh engineering pass–outs to become floor supervisions. Rethinking the architecture of the entire manpower supply chain provides strategic solutions and longer term competitive advantages, whereas importing ‘best practices’ into processes within the old architecture often gives transient benefits only. One of our interviewees compared the latter to more elegantly rearranging the deck chairs on the Titanic, whereas what is required is a more fundamental change.

- **Recruit:** Recruiting the best talent requires a well designed and pro active approach. In today’s times, it is not sufficient to merely recruit from the traditional recruiting pools – that is the equivalent of fighting a share battle. At times, it requires going outside the conventional recruiting pools – equivalent of expanding the market. Genpact, the leader in the BPO business, moved into second tier towns when the growth of the industry was exhausting the usual pools for recruitment.
that all in the industry were dipping into (and raising the prices). To increase its success rate and manage costs of recruiting in these new pools, it deployed the concept of ‘retail, walk-in recruiting’. Within the manufacturing sector, it is interesting to note Bharat Forge’s initiative in talent acquisition. They reach out to the lesser known engineering schools in smaller towns to expand the talent pool. Bharat Forge has created a “talent pipeline project” with rural engineering colleges.

- **Train:** As discussed above, India has a large pool of human resources – however, everyone seems to be targeting the same pool – which is creating a scarcity and raising prices. Leaders amongst manufacturing companies after reaching out into new, unconventional, sources for ‘undeveloped’ talent invest in developing it. L&T and Tata Steel are developing skilled craftsmen (for L&T’s expanding requirements) in Orissa–where Tata Steel wants to expand and to provide local people, on whose lands it will build its facilities, the possibilities of earning in well-paying jobs–with L&T–a win-win all round! Liberty Shoes has ‘adopted’ the ITI in Karnal, and is upgrading its facilities and curriculum to ensure it has a source of skilled craftsmen. Similarly, Sona Steering has ‘adopted’ an ITI in Haryana.

- **Manage performance and careers:** Addressing attrition has in recent times been an even bigger challenge. This requires special initiatives to ensure freedom and flexibility. Incentives need to be aligned to the company goals. In recent times, manufacturing firms (for example L&T) have followed the example of IT firms and have offered ESOPs to ensure that top talent truly partners the gains made by the firm. This has enabled the firm to hold on to its best talent in the face of onslaught from Indian and overseas players. Accelerated career paths are as important for retention as it is for building a leadership pipeline. Firms like Satyam have gone to the extent of organizing themselves as mini firms (1500)—each with their own CEO to offer the challenge as early as possible.

- **Employee engagement and development:** It is important to ensure ongoing development of the human resources. Manufacturing leaders like Bharat Forge, Tata Motors, and M&M, who are creating world class organizational capabilities such as rapid product development, and breakthrough process improvements, provide their employees with challenges to learn and develop new capabilities. Thus they “engage” employees with the challenges of the enterprise and also challenges to enhance their own capabilities. ‘Engaged’ employees that see their own capabilities develop and their market value enhanced, relish their work. This builds stronger bonds with the company.

With economy in the overdrive, talent management will continue being on top of CEO’s agenda. India’s people advantage is not going to go away. However one will need to successfully harness it to succeed in the new Indian economy and the global arena.
What is innovation?

There can be several definitions of innovation. CII–BCG senior executive survey\(^1\) (2006) outlined several such definitions. While some define innovation as “finding new ways of problem solving” others see this more as a “combination of unique product, design and customer insights”. We define innovation as the process of transforming new ideas to create value for internal and external customers by breaking an existing compromise. There are some important aspects to this definition:

**Innovation builds on new ideas**
- Innovation is not the same as continuous improvement. It involves bringing something new to use. A practice that is unique to the organization or the society.

**Innovation creates value for the organization**
- An outcome/effort can only be classified as innovation if there is an economic value attached to it

**Innovation is not limited to products and services**
- It includes all new ways of addressing customer needs—from finding new uses for existing products to novel distribution network to new business models (refer exhibit 7.1).

In today’s competitive scenario, innovation is critical to achieving any strategic advantage. Over a period of time, players can copy specific initiatives on cost, quality and products. What is difficult to replicate is the ability to do continuous innovation. Some people have argued that the only sustainable lever of competitive advantage is the ability to learn, change and innovate faster than competitors. Research shows that companies that are more innovative systematically achieve superior performance than their peers.

In India innovation is seen as even more of a strategic priority. In a recent survey conducted by BCG

---

1. *Manufacturing Innovation—A Senior Executive Survey—CII–BCG Report*

We would like to acknowledge the authors of this report for analysis and insight which have been used in this chapter.
### Exhibit 7.1: Innovation extends beyond new product development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Areas</th>
<th>Select examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product</td>
<td>Tata Indica, Scorpio, the 1 lakh car</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packaging</td>
<td>Shampoo sachets, Mac Mini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pricing</td>
<td>Pay per use pricing in office equipment, Pre-paid recharges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>Eureka Forbes direct-to-home sales force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>GE remote systems monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Toyota car production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business model</td>
<td>Low cost airlines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing model</td>
<td>BMW films' alternative advertising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capability</td>
<td>Cemex's GPS-enabled delivery optimisation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Exhibit 7.2: Innovation seen as a strategic priority in India

83% of Indian respondents consider innovation as a top/top 3 priority...  
...compared to 66% of respondents in the global survey

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% respondents</th>
<th>Not a priority</th>
<th>Top 10 priority</th>
<th>Top 3 priority</th>
<th>Top priority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

*Source: BCG 2006 India Innovation survey, CII-BCG; BCG 2005 Global Innovation Survey*
and CII, 83% of the respondents considered innovation as a top 3 priority compared to only 66% in the global survey (refer exhibit 7.2)

The afore-mentioned survey brought out some key factors driving innovation. Under attack from global competitors, Indian firms can no longer succeed with low cost advantage alone. To retain and capture new consumers, product innovation is a must. Not only is innovation key to capturing growth, it is also needed for building a sustainable competitive advantage. Additionally, in the recent years there has been a build up in competitive intensity with new firms entering (domestic and overseas), shrinking product life-cycles, rising inputs costs, among other factors. This has accentuated the need for innovation.

India has seen some strong success stories in innovation. These throw up interesting learnings about different aspects of innovation. In the next section, we highlight one such success story—that of Moser Baer.

**Moser Baer: Business model innovation in home entertainment**

The home entertainment industry had been struggling to take off. In a country like US this market was as big as the market for out of home (theatrical) market. However, in India, home video market was not even 7% (of the theatre market). The reasons were not too difficult to fathom. DVDs and VCDs were way too expensive—resulting in the booming pirated home video market. Also the availability was restricted to select VCD and DVD parlours.

About a year back, Moser Baer entered this market as an outsider. To succeed it adopted a completely different business model based on two key innovations. Firstly, it brought down the prices dramatically by offering CDs for Rs. 24 each and DVDs for Rs. 38. This was driven by introduction of new product technology (on the back of 30 product patents) and aggressive bargaining with movie houses (based on promised scale). The other innovation was focused on distribution expansion. It expanded the footprint dramatically by reaching out to the channel for pirated DVDs/VCDs. In parallel, Moser Baer has managed to add a new lease of life to its core business of DVDs and CDs which was under threat from innovations in competing technology (micro-chips). This has given Moser Baer an opportunity to leverage content (bundling it with the hardware—DVD/CD) to stay ahead.

**Challenges in successful innovation**

The journey to come up with right innovations is fraught with challenges. Some key challenges as highlighted in the CII BCG executive survey—Innovation in Indian manufacturing, are

**Inadequate measurement of innovation performance:**
- Few companies believe they have right metrics to measure performance. Most settle for broad indicators such as customer satisfaction, number of new products launched, and so on.

**Long time to market:**
- 59% of participants in the survey felt that it takes too long for projects to move from the idea stage to market launch. In the global survey, 50% of the respondents pointed this as the most important challenge.

**Poor portfolio management:**
- Portfolio management includes systematic screening and prioritization of projects, alignment of resources against potential wins. This involves building a system of project hurdle rates and gates. It is as important to weed out ideas that are unlikely to succeed to ensure that resources are made available to the ideas that can potentially win. However in our survey, 44% of respondents said that less than 5% of projects were stopped at appropriate stage. Portfolio management systems are either not rolled out or not adhered to.

**Addressing these challenges**

The management of the entire process of innovation is a complex task that requires alignment of several key stakeholders. While there is no escap-
ing the need to bring about an organization wide change to make innovation succeed, there are some simple lessons that can go a long way in improving the management of the process.

**Focusing innovation efforts**
- Often Indian firms are found to be spreading themselves too thin in an effort to hedge their bets, which does not yield the desired results

**Strengthening innovation management**
- Putting in place processes to evaluate and screen ideas at the right stage to be able to focus resources against key areas

**Introducing metrics for measurement**
- Portfolio decisions need to be built on the quantitative estimates of cash flows and time and projects should be measured against these.

All of this is not a substitute for building the required organization. It is important to have the right mix of people, environment (supporting processes) and measures and rewards to bring about the right organization that is needed for building a successful innovative firm.

In conclusion we see innovation gaining centre stage with Indian firms seeing it as a source of competitive advantage—needed for capturing growth and dealing with increased competitive intensity. Of late some successful Indian examples have emerged where firms have undertaken business model and process innovations to change the rules of the game. However, managing innovation involves several challenges around measurement of returns, time to market, portfolio management and commercialization of launch. To address these challenges one needs to focus innovation efforts and introduce metrics for measuring innovation while building the required organization. Getting the innovation process right and firing the innovation funnel is no longer a choice. The ones who succeed in the journey will create significant shareholder wealth and leave behind those who fail to make the transition.
The last five years have witnessed significant growth momentum in the Indian manufacturing sector. It has grown faster than the overall economy since 2004. Given this strong growth, it would come as no surprise that the sector has also delivered high shareholder returns. However, what is surprising is the fact that the top three value creating industries across all sectors of the economy for the period 2002–07 are all from the manufacturing sector and not the much talked about new economy sectors.

Our study has revealed that many of the top value creators began their journey by focusing on operational improvements—to get the cost structure in line with global competition. This was a necessary, but by no means a sufficient condition for value creation. We found that many of the top performers have used four specific drivers of value creation—tapping international markets, well thought through and executed mergers and acquisitions (M&A), actively managing the human resources and innovation in products, process and business models.

Many top performers no longer consider national boundaries to be any constraint to their aspirations. Internationalization is used both as a means to tap newer and often bigger markets; and also to develop capabilities to compete with global players. While the mode and trigger for globalization varies by sector, the implications are very similar. Articulating a clear long term globalization target and roadmap that leverages India’s core strengths is critical for the globalization endeavours of Indian firms. This roadmap needs to address the key issues faced by companies attempting to go global—establishing a global supply chain and distribution network, developing products for the international markets and most importantly building a global organisation.

Most top performers in the sector have actively leveraged M&A to drive value creation. These acquisitions have helped Indian companies gain access to new markets, acquire capabilities and achieve scale in an accelerated fashion. However, many of the M&A transactions end up destroying value as the process is fraught with challenges at every step. The ability to successfully navigate through
these challenges requires clarity around the strategic objective, high resolution valuation and a well planned integration process.

It is well known that India enjoys the advantage of a large base of skilled, low cost, qualified manpower—and the underlying elements of this advantage are likely to continue. Top performing companies recognise the core advantage that they possess and actively manage their human resources in a disciplined manner. At the same time, many companies see availability of talent—at all levels—to be the only constraint for growth. We believe that a disciplined approach to manage talent starting with establishing a rigorous linkage between the strategic intent and the talent plan—and then managing actively the entire employee engagement cycle, from recruitment to exit will help Indian manufacturing sector sustain its growth.

Our study indicates that many top performers use innovation to maintain their competitive advantage. These innovation efforts are focused not only on new product development, but also process and business model innovations. Many of these are made even more effective by building networks and alliances. Increasingly, organisations are finding it more effective to conduct this innovation collaboratively. Thereby, organisations share complementary capabilities, costs and risks associated with such initiatives. It is crucial for the Indian manufacturing sector to network forward and backward in order to leverage the opportunity fully. Top performers in the sector harness innovation by focusing innovation efforts against few areas and strengthening innovation measurement.

Going forward, it is believed that the Indian manufacturing sector has an even larger role to play in the global manufacturing arena. At current trajectory the Indian manufacturing sector has the potential to rank amongst the top 3 to 5 manufacturing economies globally by 2035. Translating this potential into reality will require a larger number of firms to learn how to apply the identified drivers. These drivers need to be considered as the new ‘set of tools’ to win in the global marketplace.

We have also observed one emerging theme which may set the tone for Indian manufacturing in future. This is to view manufacturing from a different perspective—manufacturing is not merely shop floor production and assembly, but increasingly the integrated view of manufacturing includes elements around design and development. Indian manufacturing sector can and should leverage this evolving viewpoint as it affords several benefits. This viewpoint will enable the manufacturing sector to attract and retain valuable engineering and design talent that currently prefers employment in non manufacturing sectors. This integrated view of manufacturing will provide a competitive edge to the Indian manufacturing sector, in terms of engineering and design, and will allow India to compete and win in the global market.
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## CII Network

### Corporate Offices

**New Delhi**
- India Habitat Centre
- Core 4A, 4th Floor, Lodi Road
- New Delhi–110 003
  - Tel: 011–24682230–35
  - Fax: 011–24682229
  - Email: ciico@ciionline.org

**Gurgaon**
- 249–F, Udyog Vihar, Phase IV, Sector 18
- Gurgaon–122 015 (Haryana)
  - Tel: 0124–4014060–67
  - Fax: 0124–4014080
  - Email: ciico@ciionline.org

**Kolkata**
- 6, Netaji Subhas Road
- Kolkata–700 001
  - Tel: 033–22315571–5574
  - Fax: 033–22315577
  - Email: ciicocal@ciionline.org

**Mumbai**
- C/o Godrej & Boyce Mfg Co Ltd
- Godrej Bhawan, 5th Floor
- 4–A, Home Street, Fort
- Mumbai–400 001
  - Tel: 022–22076087
  - Fax: 022–22076086 / 24939463
  - Email: arun.patankar@vsnl.net

### Centres of Excellence

**CII–Institute of Quality (CII–IQ)**
- Near Bharat Nagar
- 2nd Stage, Magadi Main Road
- Vishwaneedam Post, Bangalore 560 091
  - Tel: 080–23289391 / 23286085
  - Fax: 080–23289388 / 23580314
  - Email: cii–iq@ciionline.org

**CII–ITC Centre of Excellence for Sustainable Development**
- 2nd Floor, Thapar House, 124, Janpath,
- New Delhi–110 001
  - Tel: 011–41502301–02
  - Fax: 011–41501924 / 25
  - Email: cesd@ciionline.org

**CII–Sohrabji Godrej Green Business Centre**
- Survey No 64, Kothaguda post
- Near Hi–tec City
- Ranga Reddy District
- Hyderabad–500 032
  - Tel: 040–23112971–73
  - Fax: 040–23112837
  - Email: gbc@ciionline.org

**CII–Naoroji Godrej Centre of Excellence**
- Godrej Station–side Colony
- Opp Railway Station, Vikhroli (East)
- Mumbai–400 079
  - Tel: 022–25745146 / 5148
  - Fax: 022–25743361
  - Email: ciicoe@vsnl.net
  - s.d.puranik@ciionline.org

**CII–Institute of Logistics**
- 98/1, Velachery Main Road, Guindy
- Chennai 600032
  - Tel: 044–42444555
  - Fax: 044–42444510
  - Email: cii@ciionline.org

**CII–L M Thapar Centre for Competitiveness**
- Block No. 3, Dakshin Marg
- Sector 31–A
- Chandigarh–160 030
  - Tel: 0172–2602365 / 2605868 / 2607228
  - Fax: 0172–2606259
  - Email: ciicfc@ciionline.org
## REGIONAL OFFICES

### Eastern Region
6, Netaji Subhas Road
Kolkata–700 001
Tel : 033–22307727/28/1434/22303354
Fax : 033–22301721 / 2231 2700
Email : ciier@ciionline.org

### Northern Region
Block No. 3, Dakshin Marg
Sector 31–A
Chandigarh–160 030
Tel : 0172–2602365 / 2605868 / 2607228
Fax : 0172–2606259
Email : ciinr@ciionline.org

### Southern Region
98/1, Velacheri Main Road
Guindy, Chennai 600032
Tel : 044–42444555
Fax : 044–42444510
Email : cii.south@ciionline.org

### Western Region
105, Kakad Chambers, 1st Floor
132 Dr Annie Besant Road
Worli, Mumbai–400 018
Tel : 022–24931790 / 24930565
Fax : 022–24939463
Email : ciiwr@ciionline.org

## STATE OFFICES

### Eastern Region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Contact Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assam</td>
<td>“Ratnapeeth” 59, M G Road, Uzanbazar, Guwahati–781 001</td>
<td>Tel : 0361–2731966, Email : <a href="mailto:nandinee.kalita@ciionline.org">nandinee.kalita@ciionline.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bihar</td>
<td>M–3/24 S.K.Puri, Near Basawan Park, Patna–800001</td>
<td>Tel : 0612–6450301, Fax : 0612 2238572, Email : <a href="mailto:rana.banerjee@ciionline.org">rana.banerjee@ciionline.org</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Chhattisgarh
193, Jabbar Building
Civil Line, Raipur–492 001
Tel : 0771–4013520/6532992
Telefax : 0771–4093299
Email : prateek.pandey@ciionline.org

### Jharkhand
Room No. 7 & 8
Centre for Excellence
Jubilee Road, Jamshedpur–831 001
Tel : 0657–2225213 / 2232637 / 2232637 / 2224670 / 27–28
Fax : 0657–2225213
Email : cii_jsr@ciionline.org

### Mizoram
1st Basement, MUP Building
M. G. Road, Khatla
Opp. Raj Bhawan, South Gate
Aizawl–796 001
Tel : 0389–2301087
Fax : 0389–2315168
Email : rebecca.fanai@ciionline.org

### Nagaland
Jail Colony
Kohima–797001
Tel : 0370–2243048
Email : chuba.ozukum@ciionline.org

### Orissa
Plot No. 8, Forest Park
1st Floor, Bhubaneswar–751 009
Tel : 0674–2533514/3299907
Fax : 0674–2531013
Email : cii.bhubneshwar@ciionline.org

### Tripura
Industries Building, (1st floor)
Pandit Nehru Complex
P.O. Kunjaban
Agartala–799 006
Tel : 0381–2221873
Email : rupa.das@ciionline.org

### West Bengal
6, Netaji Subhas Road
Kolkata–700 001
Tel : 033–22307727 / 28 / 1434 / 22303354
Fax : 033–22301721 / 22312700
Email : cier@ciionline.org
## Northern Region

### Chandigarh (UT)
Block No. 3, Dakshin Marg, Sector 31-A
Chandigarh–160 030
Tel : 0172–2602365 / 2605868 / 2607228
Fax : 0172–2606259
Email : ciinr@ciionline.org

### Delhi (NCR)
249–F, Udyog Vihar
Phase IV, Sector 18
Gurgaon–122 015
Tel : 0124–4014072 / 4014060–7
Fax : 0124–4014070
Email : cii.delhi@ciionline.org

### Haryana
249–F, Udyog Vihar, Phase IV, Sector 18
Gurgaon–122 015
Tel : 0124–4014071 / 4014060–67
Fax : 0124–4014070
Email : cii.haryana@ciionline.org

### Himachal Pradesh
Block No. 3, Dakshin Marg, Sector 31–A
Chandigarh–160 030
Tel : 0172–2602365 / 2605868 / 2607228
Fax : 0172–2606259
Email : ciinr@ciionline.org

### Jammu & Kashmir
A2/305, South Block (3rd Floor)
Bahu Plaza Complex
Jammu–180010
Telefax : 0191–2477374
Email : shivneet.singh@ciionline.org

### Punjab
Block No. 3, Dakshin Marg
Sector 31–A
Chandigarh–160 030
Tel : 0172–2602365 / 2605868 / 2607228
Fax : 0172–2606259
Email : ciinr@ciionline.org

### Rajasthan
D–24, Subash Marg
1st Floor, C–Scheme, Jaipur–302 001
Tel : 0141–2370349 / 2365844 / 5118440
Fax : 0141–5118389
Email : cii.rajasthan@ciionline.org

## Uttarakhand
Nepal House, First Floor
30/1 Rajipur Road
Dehradun 248 001
Tel : 0135–2745120
Fax : 0135–2745121
Email : cii.ua@ciionline.org

## Uttarakhand (NCR)
Plot A, Vibhuti Khand
Gomti Nagar
Lucknow–226010
Tel : 0122–2721950–52
Fax : 0122–2721953
Email : cii.up@ciionline.org

## Southern Region

### Andhra Pradesh
1–11–252/9
Regal House
Plot No.7, Moti Lal Nehru Nagar
Begumpet, Hyderabad 500016
Tel : 040–27265964 / 66 / 70
Fax : 040–27766116
Email : cii.hyderabad@ciionline.org

### Karnataka
No. 551, 9th A Main
(Behind HDFC Bank, CMH Road)
Indiranagar
Bangalore 560 038
Tel : 080–25276544 / 545 / 707 / 708
Fax : 080–25276709
Email : cii.blore@ciionline.org

### Kerala
Opp. Cochin Passport Office
Panampilly Nagar
Kochi–682036
Tel : 0484–4012300
Fax : 0484–4012800
Email : cii.kerala@ciionline.org

### Puducherry
56, First Floor
Rue Desbassyns de Richemont
(Kamatchiamman Koil Street–Ginjee Salai Jn)
Puducherry–605001
Tel : 0413–2226201
Fax : 0413–2243222
Email : ciipondicherry@dataone.in
**CII Network**

**Tamil Nadu**
98/1, Velachery Main Road
Guindy, Chennai 600032
Tel : 044–42444555
Fax : 044–42444510
Email : cii.tamilnadu@ciionline.org

**Western Region**

**Goa**
502 Unitech City Centre, Oppostite Hotel Shivsagar
M G Road, Panaji, Goa–403 001
Telefax : 0832–2422790–6
Email : ciigoa@satyam.net.in / ciigoa@sanchamet.in

**Gujarat**
203–204, Sears Towers, Gulbai Tekra
Near Panchvati Ellisbridge
Ahmedabad–380006
Tel : 079–26469843 / 26469346
Fax : 079–26462878
Email : ciiguj@ciionline.org

**Madhya Pradesh**
E–2/109, Arera Colony
Bhopal–462 016
Tel : 0755–4293792 / 2425752–53
Fax : 0755–4271824
Email : ciimp@ciionline.org

**Maharashtra**
105, Kakad Chambers, 1st Floor
132 Dr Annie Besant Road
Worli, Mumbai–400 018
Tel : 022–24931790 / 24967492
Fax : 022–24945831 / 24939463
Email : ciiwr@ciionline.org

**ZONAL OFFICES**

**Eastern Region**

**Haldia (West Bengal)**
HPL Guest House
Swati Housing Complex
Ph.1, Hatiheria, P.O. Township
Dist. Purba Midnapore
Haldia–721 607
Tel : 03224–266121 / 262805
Fax : 03224–262805
Email : ramit.sircar@ciionline.org

**Ranchi (Jharkhand)**
391B, Road No. 4C
Ashok Nagar, Ranchi–834 012
Tel : 0651–2240040
Email : s.k.sinha@ciionline.org

**Siliguri (West Bengal)**
C/o Ravi Auto House
2nd Mile Sevoke Road
Siliguri–734012
Telefax : 0353 2544766
Email : laxmi.kaushal@ciionline.org

**Northern Region**

**Amritsar (Punjab)**
SCO No 32, Pal Plaza
District Shopping Centre
Ranjit Avenue, Amritsar–143001
Tel : 0183–5061607
Email : cii.punjab@ciionline.org

**Ludhiana (Punjab)**
c/o Majestic Auto Ltd
C–48, Focal Point, Ludhiana–141 010
Tel : 0161–2676241 / 2670233–37
Fax : 0161–2672790 / 2674238
Email : cii.punjab@ciionline.org

**Noida (Uttar Pradesh)**
CMA Tower, A–2–E, Sector 24
Noida–201301
Tel : 0120–4345972–4
Fax : 0120–4345970
Email : cii.noida@ciionline.org

**Southern Region**

**Belgaum (Karnataka)**
C/o A M Shaikh Homoeopathic Medical College
Nehru Nagar, Belgaum–590 010
Tel : 0831–2473253 / 2470486
Fax : 0831–2473127
Email : ciibelgaum@ciionline.org

**Coimbatore (Tamil Nadu)**
Door No. A305 & 306 Raheja Centre
3rd Floor, Avanashi Road
Coimbatore 641018
Tel : 0422–2201488 / 2218410
Fax : 0422–2214709
Email : cii.cbe@airtelbroadband.in
Karur (Tamil Nadu)
90 PKG Building
Ramakrishnapuram, Karur 639001
Tel  :  0432–4230012
Email  :  m.k.thulasidasan@ciionline.org

Madurai (Tamil Nadu)
Plot No. 518, 1st Flr, 4th Main Road
K K Nagar, Madurai 625020
Tel  :  0452–4391434 / 4210979 / 2522743 / 2521705
Fax  :  0452–2521705
Email  :  ciimdu@airtelbroadband.in

Mysore (Karnataka)
8/1A, Temple Road
Jayalakshmiapuram, Mysore–570012
Tel  :  0821–2516319 / 2517003
Fax  :  0821–2515513
Email  :  ciimys@sancharnet.in

Thoothukudi (Tamil Nadu)
106 J / 30, First Street
Millerpuram, Thoothukudi 628 008
Tel  :  0461–2312177
Email  :  cithootukudili@ciionline.org

Trichy (Tamil Nadu)
3rd Floor, GVR Complex
6A Lawson Road
Cantonment, Trichy 620 001
Tel  :  0431–2410641 / 400641
Fax  :  0431–2410655
Email  :  s.venkataraman@ciionline.org
      ciltry@airtelbroadband.in

Western Region

Chhindwara (Madhya Pradesh)
17/18, 58 Madhuban Colony
Chhindwara 480 001
Tel  :  07162–222777
Fax  :  07162–223777
Email  :  sawan.uprety@ciionline.org

Gwalior (Madhya Pradesh)
C/o SRF Ltd
Industrial Area
Malanpur–477116
Tel  :  07539–409227–28
Fax  :  07539–283555 / 283427
Email  :  ciigwlr@ciionline.org

Indore (Madhya Pradesh)
402, Sapphire Twins
Scheme No. 54,
16, A B Road
Indore–452010
Tel  :  0731–4041694 / 4040390 / 4090478
Fax  :  0731–2432913
Email  :  ciimalwa@ciionline.org

Nashik (Maharashtra)
C/o VIP Industries Ltd
A–78 MIDC, Satpur
Nashik–422 007
Tel  :  0253–2350862
Fax  :  0253–2350756
Email  :  naskguest@vipbags.com

Pune (Maharashtra)
Bungalow No. 2
Ganeshkhind Road
Near Rahul Cinema
Shivajinagar
Pune–411005
Tel  :  020–25536159 / 6590 / 4296
Fax  :  020–25536892 / 4211
Email  :  ciipune@vsnl.com

Vadodara (Gujarat)
201–203, Abhishek Complex
Akshar Chowk
Old Padra Road
Vadodara–390 020
Tel  :  0265–5532016–17
Fax  :  0265–2327108
Email  :  ciivadodara@ciionline.org

OVERSEAS OFFICES

Australia (CII Representative Office)
P.O. Box No. 91
Yarralumla, ACT 2600
Australia
Tel  :  0061–2–62821551
Fax  :  0061–2–62324218
Email  :  dgribble@bigpond.com

Austria (CII Representative Office)
16, Rohrergasse 5
A–1160 Vienna, Austria
Tel  :  0043–1–4853398 / 4807767
Fax  :  0043–1–4807767
Email  :  Hamdy_gcc@telering.at
China (CII East Asia Representative Office)
Room No 11–A 47/49, Shanghai Mart
2299 Yanan Road (West)
Shanghai 200336
People's Republic of China
Tel  :  0086–21–62360969
Fax  :  0086–21–32283510
Email  :  madhav.sharma@ciionline.org

France (CII Representative Office)
6 Passage des Arts, 75014, Paris
Tel / Fax : 0033–1–40475481
Email   : rmulye.ciionline.org@wanadoo.fr

Japan (CII Representative Office)
C/o Taj Hotels Resorts & Palaces
9th Floor, Onarimon Yusen Bldg 3–23–5
Nishi Shinbashi
Minato–ku Tokyo 105–0003, Japan
Tel  :  00–81–3–3432–4530
Email  :  t.tokuhara@k9.dion.ne.jp

Singapore
Southeast Asian Regional Representative Office
47 Hill Street
#07–02 SCCCi Building, Singapore–179365
Tel  :  0065–6–3334363
Fax  :  0065–6–8830658
Email  :  cisgp@pacific.net.sg

UK
C/o Confederation of British Industry (CBI)
Centre Point, 103 New Oxford Street
London WC1A 1DU
Tel  :  0044–20–78364121 / 73797400
(Extn. 8076)
Fax  :  0044–20–72401578 / 73958178
Email  :  ratika.jain@ciionline.org

USA
1700 North Moore Street
Suite 1928, Arlington, Virginia 22209
Tel  :  703 807 0310
Fax  :  703 807 0315
Email  :  kiran.pasricha@ci–usa.org
  sreekumar.nair@ci–usa.org
The Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) works to create and sustain an environment conducive to the growth of industry in India, partnering industry and government alike through advisory and consultative processes.

CII is a non-government, not-for-profit, industry led and industry managed organisation, playing a proactive role in India’s development process. Founded over 112 years ago, it is India’s premier business association, with a direct membership of over 7,000 organisations from the private as well as public sectors, including SMEs and MNCs, and an indirect membership of over 90,000 companies from around 350 national and regional sectoral associations.

A facilitator, CII catalyses change by working closely with government on policy issues, enhancing efficiency, competitiveness and expanding business opportunities for industry through a range of specialised services and global linkages. It also provides a platform for sectoral consensus building and networking. Major emphasis is laid on projecting a positive image of business, assisting industry to identify and execute corporate citizenship programmes. Partnerships with over 120 NGOs across the country carry forward our initiatives in integrated and inclusive development, which include health, education, livelihood, diversity management, skill development and water, to name a few.

CII’s theme of ‘Building People, Building India’ puts the spotlight on Human Resource Development: making people more efficient, entrepreneurial and innovative, to make India and Indian industry even more competitive, across all sectors of the economy and all sections of society, at all levels—Global, National, Regional, State and Zonal.

With 62 offices in India, 8 overseas in Australia, Austria, China, France, Japan, Singapore, UK, USA and institutional partnerships with 271 counterpart organisations in 100 countries, CII serves as a reference point for Indian industry and the international business community.